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Our New Newsletter
Welcome to the new AFAS & Red Dog Gallery
Newsletter! We will provide you with updates on
new exhibits, new artists that are showing in the
gallery, events sponsored by AFAS, FAQs about
AFAS, volunteer opportunities and other arts
related information.

 FAQs

October 2017 Featured Artists
Opening Reception Friday October 6, 7-10pm
Eileen Wilhem—”Rural Living”
Pastel Painting—pinnaclepastels.com
Living on a horse farm in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains, I am never at a
loss for images and inspiration. Watching how the light changes with the seasons
and trying to capture its beauty. My paintings attempt to recreate the mood,
whether a drizzly day in France, foggy sunrise on the mountain, the cocky strutting
of a rooster or the curiosity of a pig. The grace of people and animals enchants me
so that I must pick up my pastels and paint. I mostly paint everyday scenes, which
keep me rounded.

William C. Crawford— “Forensic Foraging--A Modern Photography Motif”
Photographer, Photo-Journalist
William C. Crawford is a writer & photographer based in Winston-Salem, NC. He
was a combat photojournalist in Vietnam. He has published extensively in various
formats including fiction, creative nonfiction, memoirs, book reviews, and essays.
He had a parallel career as a social worker and community organizer. There, he
wrote biting editorials on behalf of the powerless such as abused children, the frail
elderly, and victims of enforced state sterilizations. He is known as Crawdaddy to
his Yellow Lab, Scout.

In Our Fine Craft & Gift Area
Our Fine Craft & Gift area features AFAS artists. We have a variety of mediums
including pottery, paintings, jewelry, cards, photography, books and more.

FAQ: How do artists get to show their work in the Red Dog Gallery?
The artist must first become an AFAS artist by submitting a form about their work on
the AFAS website under “Contact >> Become an AFAS Artist”. Once accepted they
can submit work to exhibits, submit to become a featured artist and request to have
their works displayed in the Fine Craft and Gift Area of the gallery.

Follow us on Facebook
Red Dog Gallery
630 N. Liberty Street
Winston-Salem, NC 27101
Tues - Fri 12-6pm
Sat 11am-4pm
(336) 723-4444
www.theafasgroup.com

